A split recognition mode combined with cascade signal amplification strategy for highly specific, sensitive detection of microRNA.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are vital for many biological processes and have been regarded as cancer biomarkers. Specific and sensitive detection of miRNAs is essential for cancer diagnosis and therapy. Herein, a split recognition mode combined with cascade signal amplification strategy is developed for highly specific and sensitive detection of miRNA. The split recognition mode possesses two specific recognition processes, which are based on toehold-mediated strand displacement reaction (TSDR) and direct hybridization reaction. Two recognition probes, hairpin probe (HP) with overhanging toehold domain and assistant probe (AP), are specially designed. Firstly, the toehold domain of HP and AP recognize part of miRNA simultaneously, accompanied with TSDR to unfold the HP and form the stable DNA Y-shaped junction structure (YJS). Then, the AP in YJS can further act as primer to initiate strand displacement amplification, releasing numerous trigger sequences. Finally, the trigger sequences hybridize with padlock DNA to initiate circular rolling circle amplification and generate enhanced fluorescence responses. In this strategy, the dual recognition effect of split recognition mode guarantees the excellent selectivity to discriminate let-7b from high-homology sequences. Furthermore, the high amplification efficiency of cascade signal amplification guarantees a high sensitivity with the detection limit of 3.2 pM and the concentration of let-7b in total RNA sample extracted from Hela cells is determined. These results indicate our strategy will be a promising miRNA detection strategy in clinical diagnosis and disease treatment.